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ABSTRACT |  
 

Reliance on Artificial Intelligence (AI) for assistance in decision-making is on the rise. The EU is no exception to this trend and is investing heavily 

in the development of technologies to be used by the EU itself and its Member States in areas such as border control and crime prevention.  

 

While the use of new technologies can help make EU bureaucracy more efficient, automating public power may also endanger key values in EU 

law. This includes not just substantive rights, such as data protection and non-discrimination. It also covers rules and mechanisms that grew for 

decades to control public power, including the principle of legality, transparency, due process, the right to a reasoned decision, and accountability. 

The automation of government challenges and disrupts these models, often leaving the individuals affected in a vulnerable position.  

 

The fundamental question this panel discusses is how the use of AI by the EU administration affects individuals’ access to justice. Do the 

current rules, models, and procedures designed into the EU legal system to ensure individuals can meaningfully object to and challenge public 

power still work in the face of automation? Or do we need more tailor-made safeguards to effectively enable individuals to challenge AI-

supported decisions that affect them? What role can and should AI-specific regulation, such as the proposal for an EU Artificial Intelligence Act, 

play to complement general public law safeguards developed in human rights, constitutional, or administrative law?   
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